Close reading made digital with Edge

Overview

In this course, teachers review the three-step interactive process of close reading and then explore the very same practice using digital text and a variety of Learning tools in Edge. The learning sequences within the training allow participants to experiment and consider further instructional applications of tools such as adding notes, Read aloud, digital highlighting, digital sticky notes, and more. Participants then explore using OneNote to record additional responses to text-dependent and inferential questions in the same manner their students might.

Webinar Agenda

0:00-00:10- Welcome, Introduction, Learning Objectives
(10-minute duration)

00:10-00:25- Overview of close reading
(15-minute duration)

00:25-00:55- Digitize close reading in Edge
(30-minute duration)

00:55-00:60- Closing & Questions
(5-minute duration)

Resources

https://education.microsoft.com/en-us